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About Les Cultures
De Chez Nous
Since we founded the company in 1981,

Eager to make true partners of our

we have worked consistently to improve

customer-distributors so that together

our products and services with our own

we can offer products to a wide range

unique philosophy. The food distribution

of satisfied customers, our goal is to

sector has evolved considerably over the

ensure total satisfaction based on the

past few years, and we realize that we

information presented in this document.

must continually integrate the best tools
and technology for today’s standards.
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What drives us
Our mission

Our commitment

We strive to maintain an unfailing supplier-

We want to ensure that our offer meets the

customer relationship and continue to grow with

expectations of the distributors and consumers we

you within the framework of an open, solid, and

cater to, in as many ways as possible.

durable partnership. For us, it is essential that you
regard us as much more than just a supplier. We
want to be a reliable solution, meeting your needs
for Quebec-grown leeks on a year-round basis.

To do so, we:
çç

productivity and reasonable markups;

Our staff

çç

We favor social and human equality by offering our

çç

our staff. In addition, we called upon engineering

Provide up-to-date products and formats that
are practical, adapted and attractive;

çç

Are committed, responsible and transparent
with our clientele;

expertise to improve production processes, product
variety and the automation of daily tasks.

Promote good eating habits by offering healthy
and delicious products;

employees decent wages and benefits. We have also
implemented a continuous training program for

Offer a fair price-quality ratio based on excellent

çç

Take nothing for granted and focus on daily
continuous improvement.
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Leek quality,
from A to Z
MM Exceptionally fresh leeks prepared just before shipping.
MM Extra long leeks with lots of white (5" and longer).
MM Carefully selected and calibrated.
MM Rich in minerals, vitamins and fiber.
MM Low calorific value
(35 calories per 100 grams).

Sanitary quality
çç

We created a quality-control program
following GFSI SQF standards.

Environmental and health quality
çç

çç
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We strictly control the development of the plants

çç

Our products are the result of responsible

so that they benefit from all of the necessary

agricultural practices based on integrated

elements for proper growth: manual and

control methods. For example, we make compost

mechanical weeding, water supply, etc.

with our vegetal waste, moved by water flow.

Our 700 acres of land respect our integrated

çç

Our pesticide use is reduced to a minimum and

program for environmental protection and soil

we use environmentally friendly approaches

balance conservation.

instead to ensure consumer well-being.

Product
data sheet
Sliced leeks
Bag

Shelf life at time of packaging

8.8 oz

14 days

26.5 oz

14 days

Trimmed leeks
Package

Diameter

Stalk length

Shelf life at time of packaging

2 units (6 oz)

1-2"

5" and longer

30 days

Whole leeks
Package

Diameter

Full lenght

Stalk length

3 units

3/4-11/2"

15-18"

5" and longer

5 units

1-2" (early leeks 3/4-11/4")

15-18"

5" and longer

6 units

1-2" (early leeks 3/4-11/4")

15-18"

5" and longer

12 units

1-2" (early leeks 3/4-11/4")

15-18"

5" and longer
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Reliable services
to our distributors
We want to make sure our customer-distributors can rely on us to
provide the volumes and high-end services they need.
To do so:

MM For whole or sliced leeks, we have
an annual inventory management

certification, we introduced a

schedule which enables us to

traceability program capable of

guarantee year-round supply of

supplying information about our

products meeting our criteria,

products at all times.

whether from our own fields or from
other Quebec-based producers.
MM We implemented a Just-in-Time
(JIT) logistics program ensuring a
streamlined procurement chain.
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MM According to the GFSI SQF

MM We provide our suppliers with very
precise specifications about our
leeks.

Our dynamic
brand image
When distributing our products under the
Les Cultures De Chez Nous brand image, our suppliers
benefit from custom documentation, packaging and
commercial promotions to attract and maintain the
loyalty of a growing consumer base.
What we offer:

MM An in-house marketing
committee;
MM A website including articles,
recipes & partnership
information;
MM Advertising for our sliced leeks
in widely distributed media
outlets;
MM Participation at numerous
professional and public trade
shows;
MM Truck trailers featuring graphics
with messages promoting leeks
and partnerships.
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Come meet us
1120 Road 9
Ste.-Brigitte-des-Saults, QC J0C 1E0

Louis-Marie Jutras

Richard Langlois

General Manager

Sales Manager

Fax: 819-336-4476

Annie Gagnon

Valérie Jutras

Email: rlanglois@cultures.ca (Richard Langlois)

Director of Marketing and Quality

Director of Operations

Canada
Phone: 819-336-4846

To learn more about us:
crazyleeks.com

